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Supramodal representation of emotion and its neural substrates have recently attracted attention as a marker of social cognition.
However, the question whether perceptual integration of facial and vocal emotions takes place in primary sensory areas, multimodal
cortices, or in affective structures remains unanswered yet. Using novel computer-generated stimuli, we combined emotional faces and
voices in congruent and incongruent ways and assessed functional brain data (fMRI) during an emotional classification task. Both
congruent and incongruent audiovisual stimuli evoked larger responses in thalamus and superior temporal regions compared with
unimodal conditions. Congruent emotions were characterized by activation in amygdala, insula, ventral posterior cingulate (vPCC),
temporo-occipital, and auditory cortices; incongruent emotions activated a frontoparietal network and bilateral caudate nucleus, indi-
cating a greater processing load in working memory and emotion-encoding areas. The vPCC alone exhibited differential reactions to
congruency and incongruency for all emotion categories and can thus be considered a central structure for supramodal representation of
complex emotional information. Moreover, the left amygdala reflected supramodal representation of happy stimuli. These findings
document that emotional information does not merge at the perceptual audiovisual integration level in unimodal or multimodal areas,
but in vPCC and amygdala.

Introduction
Stimulation in natural settings usually recruits several sensory
channels simultaneously (Stein and Meredith, 1993). This is par-
ticularly important for the perception of emotional cues in social
interactions, in which congruency between facial expression and
emotional prosody facilitates emotion recognition (de Gelder
and Vroomen, 2000). Emotional prosody can alter facial emotion
perception (Massaro and Egan, 1996) independent from atten-
tion and even with the explicit instruction to ignore one modality
(Ethofer et al., 2006a).

Extending well established findings on integration of low-
level audiovisual cues (Calvert and Thesen, 2004; Stein and Stan-
ford, 2008), various studies have addressed the neurobiology of
supramodal emotion representation. Studies in nonhuman pri-
mates revealed an ability to integrate socially relevant multimodal
cues from conspecifics (Ghazanfar and Logothetis, 2003), which
is characterized by responsiveness of amygdala and auditory cor-
tex (Ghazanfar et al., 2005; Remedios et al., 2009), superior tem-
poral sulcus (STS) (Ghazanfar et al., 2008), and ventrolateral
prefrontal cortex (Sugihara et al., 2006). However, it remained

ambiguous whether this pattern was driven by emotional integra-
tion or low-level stimulus features. In humans, EEG studies re-
ported interactions of facial and vocal emotions 110 –220 ms after
stimulus (de Gelder et al., 1999; Pourtois et al., 2000, 2002), sug-
gesting a convergence already in primary sensory cortices. In
contrast, fMRI investigations reported temporal structures as
candidates for emotion integration (Pourtois et al., 2000, 2005;
Ethofer et al., 2006b; Kreifelts et al., 2007, 2010; Robins et al.,
2009). A review from emotional confluence in pain (Vogt, 2005)
and a recent MEG study (Chen et al., 2010) suggested that emo-
tional information does not merge at primary sensory cortices,
but in higher association areas such as the frontal or the posterior
cingulate cortex (PCC). Furthermore, there is evidence that af-
fective structures such as the amygdala play a central role in emo-
tional convergence (Dolan et al., 2001; Ethofer et al., 2006a; Chen
et al., 2010).

Studies of supramodal emotion representation typically com-
pared congruent audiovisual stimuli with purely auditory or vi-
sual ones (Kreifelts et al., 2007, 2010; Robins et al., 2009). Dolan
et al. (2001) compared congruent and incongruent audiovisual
stimuli, but combined emotional sentences with static faces. To
achieve valid comparisons, two major challenges must be mas-
tered in supramodal emotion representation paradigms. First,
multisensory stimulus integration relies on spatial and temporal
coincidence (King and Palmer, 1985; Stein and Wallace, 1996).
Matched audiovisual speech enhances understanding (Campbell
et al., 1998) and evokes distinctive neural patterns (Calvert et al.,
2000; Miller and D’Esposito, 2005). Respective paradigms there-
fore call for precisely matched dynamic stimuli. Second, corre-
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lates of successful emotion integration
have to be separated from those of audio-
visual speech integration in general. The
latter can be solved by including emotion-
ally incongruent trials. This may interfere,
however, with the first issue since both
emotions have to be unambiguous when
considered in isolation but have to be
combined in one perfectly synchronized
stimulus, which is impossible to do even
for a professional actor. Consequently,
there have so far been no studies investi-
gating emotion integration with congru-
ent and incongruent dynamic stimuli.

Materials and Methods
The effectiveness of virtual characters for emotion recognition tasks has
been successfully validated in patient and control populations (Dyck et
al., 2008, 2010; Wallraven et al., 2008). We used dynamic virtual charac-
ters (avatars) exhibiting angry, neutral, and happy facial emotions and
combined them with pseudowords with angry, neutral, and happy pros-
ody in congruent and incongruent trials, assuring standardized facial
expressions and perfect lip–speech synchronization. In addition to the
congruent and incongruent trials, visual and auditory stimuli were also
presented in isolation. The subjects were always to rate the emotion of the
stimulus as a whole [i.e., to consider the most salient emotion (happy,
neutral, or angry)]. Trials started with a presentation phase [audio (A),
visual (V), or audiovisual (AV) stimulus; 1–1.2 s] followed by a decision
phase to allow for integrative processing (summing up to 2 s), and a
reaction phase (1 s) indicated by a color change (Fig. 1).

Subjects. Twenty-four right-handed subjects [12 females, 12 males;
age, 18 –34 years (25.0 � 3.3); German native language] participated in
the experiment. All participants had normal or corrected to normal vi-
sion, normal hearing, no contraindications against MR investigations,
and no history of neurological or psychiatric illness. The experiment was
designed according to the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Associa-
tion (Declaration of Helsinki, 1964), and the study protocol was ap-
proved by the local ethics committee. Informed consent was obtained
from all subjects.

Stimuli. Audiovisual stimuli were dynamic neutral, angry, and happy
virtual character (avatar) faces combined with disyllabic pseudowords
with neutral, angry, or happy prosody (Thönnessen et al., 2010). Stimuli
had 1 s duration and were created with the virtual reality software Poser
Pro (Smith Micro Software) using the lip synchronization tool that al-
lows for a precise matching of speech and lip movements. Congruent
trials had matching facial and prosodic emotions, and incongruent runs
had different expressions in voice and face. Four different avatars (two
males, two females) were combined with the voices of four speakers (two
males, two females). To create an unambiguous identity of each character
the voice–avatar assignment was unique (i.e., each avatar was only com-
bined with the voice of one speaker). Ninety-six different audiovisual
stimuli were used: 48 congruent (3 emotions � 4 speakers � 4 pseudo-
words) and 48 incongruent ones, with the six possible emotion combi-
nations being equally represented.

The avatar faces were rated for their emotion by 28 subjects not in-
cluded in the neuroimaging study. A high percentage (90.4%) of the face
stimuli were classified correctly according to their emotion, with the
recognition rates for angry faces (97.3%) being higher than those for
neutral (86.4%) and happy faces (87.4%; � 2 � 5.4; p � 0.04). The videos
without sound were also presented as purely visual stimuli in the fMRI
experiment.

The pseudowords followed German phonotactical rules but had no
semantic content. They were validated in a prestudy on 25 subjects who
did not participate in the fMRI study; 91.7% of the neutral, 87.0% of the
happy, and 96.7% of the angry stimuli were classified correctly, with no
significant differences in the recognition rates of the three emotions (�2 �
1.5; p � 0.47). The pseudowords without accompanying faces were used
as purely auditory stimuli as well.

Experimental design. A hybrid fMRI design encompassed blocks for
modality and events for the distinct emotion. Functional data were re-
corded in one session comprising 36 blocks (8 visual, 8 auditory, and 16
audiovisual), each of which included 12 trials in pseudorandomized or-
der. The experiment included 384 trials with a duration of 3 s each (96
auditory, 96 visual, 96 congruent, 96 incongruent, with all emotions
equally represented). Blocks were separated by resting phases without a
specific task showing a fixation cross (20 s). Audiovisual blocks com-
prised both congruent and incongruent trials. Subjects were instructed to
rate the emotion of the stimulus in a forced-choice task (i.e., to consider
the stimulus as a whole including both auditory and visual modalities
and to judge which emotion they perceived as being expressed: neutral,
angry, or happy). This instruction was identical for all stimulus types;
responses were given by pressing one of three buttons with one of three
fingers of the right hand. During stimulation, the three emotion choices
were always visible in the lower part of the screen (Fig. 1). Each trial
started with the presentation phase (audio, visual, or audiovisual; 1–1.2
s) followed by a decision phase (0.8 –1 s), and a reaction phase (1 s)
indicated by the letters turning green (Fig. 1). Subjects were instructed to
respond only during the reaction phases (delayed response task).

Image acquisition. Whole-brain functional magnetic resonance imag-
ing was conducted with EPI sequences (TE, 28 ms; TR, 2000 ms; flip
angle, 77°; voxel size, 3 � 3 mm; matrix size, 64 � 64; 34 transverse slices;
3 mm slice thickness; 0.75 mm gap) on a 3 T Siemens Trio whole-body
scanner (Siemens Medical) with a standard 12-channel head coil. A total
of 920 functional images were acquired. After the functional measure-
ments, high-resolution T1-weighted anatomical images were performed
using a MPRAGE sequence (TE, 2.52 ms; TR, 1900 ms; flip angle, 9°;
FOV, 256 � 256 mm 2; 1 mm isotropic voxels; 176 sagittal slices). Total
time for functional and anatomical scans was 35 min.

Image analysis. Image analyses were performed with BrainVoyager QX
2.0.8 (Brain Innovation). Preprocessing of the functional MR images
included slice scan time correction, 3D motion correction, Gaussian spa-
tial smoothing (4 mm FWHM), and high-pass filtering including linear
trend removal. The first three images of each functional run were dis-
carded to avoid T1 saturation effects. Functional images were coregis-
tered to 3D anatomical data and transformed into Talairach space
(Talairach and Tournoux, 1988). Statistical parametric maps were cre-
ated by using a random-effects general linear model (RFX-GLM) with
multiple predictors according to the stimulus types. Events were defined
stimulus-locked (i.e., beginning with the onset of the presentation phase
and for the duration of the entire trial). Trials without response in the
time of the response phase were omitted from the analysis. For auditory,
visual, and congruent audiovisual trials, only trials with correct responses
were included. For incongruent audiovisual stimuli, all trials were in-
cluded; separate predictors coded whether the subject decided for face,
voice, or neither of them. Task contrasts were investigated using t statis-
tics. Activations were corrected for multiple comparisons and thresh-
olded at p � 0.05, false discovery rate (FDR). Moreover, an uncorrected
threshold of p � 0.001 was applied to two of the conjunction analyses
for further descriptive data evaluation. All reported conjunction anal-
yses tested the conservative conjunction null hypotheses (Nichols et
al., 2005).

Figure 1. Exemplary trial scheme. Trials consisted of three phases (total, 3 s): presentation of the stimulus (duration, 1–1.2 s),
decision phase (duration, 0.8 –1 s), and response phase (duration, 1 s). The example shows a video trial. In purely auditory trials,
only the three emotion choices were visible during the stimulation. Trial order was randomized across subjects.
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Results
Behavior
Subjects responded in the reaction phase in 98.4% (�0.6%) of all
trials, and only these trials were considered for behavioral and
fMRI analyses. Emotions were correctly classified in 82.7%
(�7.1%) of the auditory trials (neutral, 98.6 � 2.0%; angry,
73.1 � 16.3%, happy, 75.9 � 16.6%) as well as in 93.7% (�5.7%)
of the visual trials (neutral, 91.0 � 7.6%, angry, 95.4 � 6.8%,
happy, 94.7 � 9.3%) and 94.7% (�5.2%) of the congruent au-
diovisual trials (neutral, 94.9 � 6.9%; angry, 97.7 � 3.0%; happy,
91.5 � 10.7%). The integration of prosody and facial expression
led to a better emotion recognition for the matched emotional
expressions: Congruent AV stimuli (CAV) achieved better recog-
nition rates than each of both unimodal presentations (CAV vs A:
parameter � � 1.70 � 0.05 in binominal generalized linear
model, p � 0.001; CAV vs V: � � 0.12 � 0.06, p � 0.05). In
incongruent audiovisual trials, the subjects decided for the pro-
sodic emotion in 31.6% (�12.5%) and for the facial emotion in

61.6% (�14.1%) of all trials; in 6.8% (�4.0%), they decided for
the emotion neither of the face nor of the voice. A detailed de-
scription of the different emotions, the modality in which they
were presented in incongruent trials, and their influence on the
response patterns can be found in Table 1.

A repeated-measures ANOVA (F(3,21) � 14.7; p � 0.001) re-
vealed that reaction times (RTs) after the onset of the response
phase were longer for incongruent trials (430.1 � 11.6 ms) com-
pared with congruent (397.2 � 9.8 ms; p � 0.001), auditory
(384.8 � 10.0 ms; p � 0.001), and visual stimuli (389.5 � 10.4
ms; p � 0.001). No significant differences in RTs emerged be-

tween congruent audiovisual, auditory,
and visual conditions. Purely visual happy
stimuli (376.7 � 10.8 ms) were recog-
nized faster than angry (400.2 � 11.2 ms;
p � 0.01) and neutral videos (391.8 �
10.5 ms; p � 0.05). For congruent audio-
visual stimuli, neutral trials (411.5 � 11.9
ms) had longer RTs than happy (386.5 �
8.8 ms; p � 0.01) and angry trials (393.5 �
10.9 ms; p � 0.05). For purely auditory
trials, no effect of emotion on RTs was
observed.

fMRI
For the neurophysiological data, a con-
junction analysis (AV � A) � (AV � V)
revealed structures that were more in-
volved in the bimodal than in both uni-
modal conditions (Nichols et al., 2005):
Compared with either unimodal condi-
tion, all AV stimuli together yielded
higher thalamic, visual, and auditory ac-
tivity including the superior temporal
gyrus (STG) as well as bilateral frontal and
prefrontal areas, temporal poles, inferior
parietal cortex, cerebellum, and the
basal ganglia compared with either uni-
modal condition [Fig. 2; p � 0.05, FDR-
corrected (corr.)]. However, the AV
stimuli comprised congruent (CAV) and
incongruent (ICAV) emotion displays. We
therefore categorized the AV integration
network into regions driven by congruent
AV stimuli [conjunction (CAV � V) �

(CAV � A)] and regions driven by incongruent stimuli [conjunc-
tion (ICAV � V) � (ICAV � A), both masked with (AV � A) �
(AV � V)]. For congruent runs, only sensory structures (thala-
mus, auditory, and visual cortices) emerged (Fig. 2, blue and red
areas), whereas the entire network was significantly affected by
incongruent trials (Fig. 2, yellow and red areas; red areas indicate
the activation overlap of congruent and incongruent runs). This
activity therefore reflected analysis of AV stimulation indepen-
dent from emotional congruency and thus rather conflict pro-
cessing of incongruent emotions than a processing supporting
the integration of emotion information from the two modalities.

To rule out the possibility that parts of the audiovisual
integration mask used in Figure 2 were driven by incongruency-
specific patterns, we additionally conducted explorative unmasked
conjunction analyses. The fourfold conjunction (CAV � A) �
(CAV � V) � (ICAV � A) � (ICAV � V) [thresholded at a descrip-
tive p � 0.005, uncorrected (uncorr.)] confirmed the thalamus and
posterior superior temporal cortices as audiovisual integration areas

Figure 2. Putative AV integration network. AV stimuli elicited stronger activation in a widespread network of frontal,
parietal, occipital, and temporal cortex areas, along with cerebellum, thalamus, and basal ganglia compared with A and V
conditions. Thalamic, temporal, and occipital regions were activated both by congruent (CAV ) and incongruent (ICAV ) runs
(overlap shown in red), whereas activity in the basal ganglia, frontal, and parietal cortex was exclusively elicited by incongruent
emotions (yellow; all p�0.05, FDR-corr., k�10 voxels). Virtually no area was attributable to congruent emotions only (blue).

Table 1. Response patterns for incongruent trials

Neutral Angry Happy

Face
(%)

Voice
(%)

Face
(%)

Voice
(%)

Face
(%)

Voice
(%)

Decision for face emotion 45.3 65.1 72.9 56.1 65.7 72.2
Decision for voice emotion 44.9 33.5 21.5 45.1 29.0 15.7
Decision for neither 9.8 0.6 6.6 8.8 5.3 12.1

Incongruent trials exhibited different emotions in voice and face. The table shows the influence of the three emo-
tions (neutral, angry, happy) and the modality in which they were presented (face, voice) on the perceived emotion
of the incongruent stimuli. As an example, incongruent trials with a neutral face led to a decision for the facial
emotion in 45.3% of all trials, whereas in 44.9% of all trials with neutral faces subjects decided for the emotion of the
voice.
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that were independent from emotional
congruency (Fig. 3A). Separate analyses
for both congruent [B; (CAV � A) �
(CAV � V); p � 0.005, uncorr.] and in-
congruent emotions [C; (ICAV � A) �
(ICAV � V); p � 0.005, uncorr.] addition-
ally supported this notion. Specifically for
congruent audiovisual emotions, supraad-
ditive activation could be observed in bilat-
eral amygdala. The frontoparietal network
along with basal ganglia and cerebellum was
exclusively attributed to incongruent audio-
visual emotions.

Additive integration of emotion infor-
mation can emerge to the congruent stim-
uli but not to the incongruent trials. The
direct comparison (CAV � ICAV) revealed
bilateral ventral posterior cingulate cortex
(vPCC), right inferior temporal gyrus, left
insula, left superior temporal gyrus, and
bilateral amygdala as candidate areas for
AV emotion integration (Fig. 4, hot col-
ors; p � 0.05, FDR-corr.; Table 2). Similar
to the results depicted in Figures 2 and 3,
emotional incongruency was associated
with activity in bilateral frontal and pre-
frontal areas including operculum and
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, anterior
insula, medial prefrontal and anterior cin-
gulate cortex (ACC), intraparietal sulcus
(IPS), inferior parietal lobe, precuneus,
cerebellum, and bilateral caudate nucleus
(Fig. 4, cold colors; Table 2).

In general, brain structures with higher response to congruent
compared with incongruent emotion display showed higher sen-
sitivity to happy compared with angry or neutral emotions (Fig.
4, insets). This is analogous to the behavioral finding that emo-
tion recognition in incongruent stimuli was dominated by anger
(72.9% in visual and 45.1% in auditory display of anger; Table 1)
but congruent over unimodal display was most effective for
happy expressions (e.g., voice only vs congruent: 15.7 vs 91.5%).
The left amygdala— being an area well known to reflect stimulus
arousal and social relevance (Sander et al., 2003)—was the only
region from the AV integration network with significantly stron-
ger responses to congruent happy AV stimuli compared with the
incongruent ones even at a liberal uncorrected threshold of p �
0.001 (Fig. 5A); neither angry nor neutral emotion yielded such
an effect. Structures for multimodal emotion encoding, however,
can be expected to integrate information from voice and face for
each emotional category and should thus show a stronger reac-
tivity for all types of congruent emotions when compared with
incongruent runs. Such a pattern was observed in the vPCC (Fig.
3, left bottom insets), and a refined mapping of congruency ef-
fects common to all three emotions confirmed this specificity in
the conjunction analysis [CAV (happy) � ICAV] � [CAV (an-
gry) � ICAV] � [CAV (neutral) � ICAV], which identified the
vPCC only (right vPCC at p � 0.05, FDR-corrected; additionally
left PCC at an uncorrected p � 0.001; Fig. 5B,C; Table 2).

Most of the putative AV integration network emerged in re-
sponse to incongruent stimuli alone (Figs. 2, 3). These responses
thus may reflect conflict resolution or prioritizing of one sensory
input channel over another. The latter mechanism may be segre-
gated by analyzing the brain activity of the AV integration net-

work with respect to the reported percept (decision for either the
emotion of the face or the voice). The network for emotional
incongruency (Fig. 4) appeared to be mainly independent from
the decision for either facial or vocal emotion [Fig. 6A; (Decision
for face � Congruent) � (Decision for voice � Congruent);
masked with ICAV � CAV; p � 0.05, FDR-corr.; for details, see
Table 2]. However, a direct comparison of incongruent trials that
were categorized according to the prosodic information with
those categorized according to the facial expression revealed dif-
ferences in bilateral anterior insula and right frontal operculum
(Fig. 6B; Decision for voice � Decision for face; masked with
ICAV � CAV; p � 0.05, FDR-corr.). The reversed contrast (trials
categorized by face) yielded no significant effect.

A potential confound in the comparison of congruent and incon-
gruent trials might arise if the subjects just attended one sensory
channel and ignored the other one. Although the behavioral re-
sponse pattern did not support this notion, we calculated a subject-
wise modality preference (MP) coefficient for incongruent trials,
which was defined as MP � (%Decision for face � %Decision for voice). To
rule out a possible influence of modality preference, we calculated a
voxelwise correlation of MP with the contrast (CAV � ICAV); no
suprathreshold clusters could be observed for this correlation (p �
0.05, FDR-corr., no mask), indicating a negligible influence of mo-
dality preference on the networks and a successful attendance of
both modalities. In a similar vein, we calculated correlations for
the contrast (CAV � ICAV) with subject-wise accuracy rates in the
recognition of congruent audiovisual emotions. Only negative
correlations emerged in parts of the incongruency network (Fig.
6C; p � 0.05, FDR-corr.; incongruency network shown in yel-
low). Neither correlations with the congruency network nor any

Figure 3. AV integration independent from congruency. The role of thalamus and posterior superior temporal areas in
congruency-independent audiovisual integration was confirmed by the explorative conjunction analysis (CAV � A) � (CAV � V) �
(ICAV � A) � (ICAV � V) (A) (p � 0.05, uncorr.). The pattern was observed independently from emotional congruency for both
congruent (B) [(CAV � A) � (CAV � V); p � 0.005, uncorr.] and incongruent emotions (C) [(ICAV � A) � (ICAV � V); p � 0.005,
uncorr.]. In addition, bilateral amygdala was observed only for the integration of congruent emotions. Basal ganglia, frontal, and
parietal cortex were again only activated by incongruent emotions.
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Figure 4. Congruent versus incongruent emotion. Incongruent trials (cold colors) activated a widespread frontoparietal network, cerebellum, and bilateral caudate nucleus. Congruent emotions
(warm colors) in turn activated insula and a temporoparietal network along with bilateral amygdala (p � 0.05, FDR-corr., k � 10 voxels; for details, see Table 2). The insets show %-BOLD signal
changes (�SE) to happy (yellow), angry (red), neutral (blue), and incongruent (green) audiovisual trials.
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correlations with accuracy rates for uni-
modal visual and auditory stimuli were
observed.

RTs reflected task difficulty and re-
sponse preparation. To identify the
underlying neural processes and their in-
fluence on supramodal representation of
emotions, we introduced additional re-
gressors based on trial-wise RTs sepa-
rately for auditory, visual, and audiovisual
stimuli. In accordance with the behavioral
data and the observed networks for con-
gruent and incongruent emotions, reac-
tion times to audiovisual stimuli were
positively associated with activation in
lateral and medial frontal parts of the in-

Figure 5. Conjunction analyses on multimodal integration. Left amygdala yielded stronger responses to bimodal com-
pared with unimodal and stronger responses to congruent compared with incongruent trials (A: p � 0.001, uncorr.). Right
(B) and left (C) vPCC integrated affective facial and vocal emotion independent from emotional category as confirmed by
the conjunction (Congruent Neutral � Incongruent) � (Congruent Angry � Incongruent) � (Congruent Happy �
Incongruent) (B: p � 0.05, FDR-corr.; C: p � 0.001, uncorr.; for details, see Table 2).

Table 2. Activation clusters for Figures 3– 6

Contrast (figure) Anatomical region Hemisphere

Talairach coordinates

Peak t value Cluster size (mm 3)X Y Z

Figure 3A Posterior STS* R 56 �50 6 3.69 25
Thalamus* R 14 �23 �3 3.91 48
Thalamus* L �16 �26 0 3.71 28
Posterior STG/STS* L �49 �47 6 3.77 226

Figure 3B Posterior STS* R 56 �50 6 4.02 42
Posterior STG/STS* L �49 �44 6 4.61 515
Amygdala* R 26 �2 �12 3.87 111
Amygdala* L �25 �2 �12 4.04 39
Thalamus* R 8 �26 �3 5.22 376
Thalamus* L �16 �26 0 3.86 52

Figure 3C Posterior STG/STS* R 56 �47 6 5.12 242
Posterior STG/STS* L �58 �47 6 4.49 741
Posterior STG/STS* L �58 �29 �6 3.70 138
Thalamus* L �16 �26 �3 4.91 334
Thalamus* R 20 �23 �3 4.14 177

Figure 4 Posterior cingulate R 12 �49 10 9.20 1123
Posterior cingulate L �15 �46 7 6.54 1061
Insula L �45 �7 10 5.81 553
Inferior temporal/occipital R 48 �64 4 5.23 533
Superior temporal gyrus L �57 �25 13 4.92 606
Amygdala L �21 �16 �11 4.90 774
Amygdala R 30 �7 �14 5.20 426
Postcentral gyrus R 39 �31 58 4.75 456
Caudate nucleus (head) R 9 2 13 �5.83 1843
Precuneus L/R �9 �64 37 �5.83 2429
Cerebellum R 6 �70 �20 �6.15 3688
Inferior parietal lobule/IPS R 45 �52 37 �7.73 4970
Frontal/cingulate/insula L/R �3 20 49 �7.90 53,223
Frontal/insula R 48 11 43 �8.08 29,381
Inferior parietal lobule/IPS L �33 �52 34 �8.62 8227
Caudate nucleus (head) L �15 �70 �26 �10.29 838
Cerebellum L �15 �70 �26 �10.30 5176

Figure 5A Amygdala** L �30 �7 �14 4.98 144
Figure 5B Ventral posterior cingulate R 12 �46 10 5.32 81
Figure 5C Ventral posterior cingulate** L �12 �49 7 4.65 95
Figure 6B Frontal/insula R 27 20 4 5.47 204

Frontal operculum R 45 14 7 5.25 347
Frontal/insula L �33 20 4 5.16 264

Figure 6C Inferior parietal lobule/IPS R 47 �56 39 �0.69 † 77
Middle frontal gyrus R 44 4 39 �0.74 † 30
Middle frontal gyrus R 44 19 30 �0.66 † 31
Middle frontal gyrus R 41 31 27 �0.72 † 51
Cerebellum R 38 �53 �39 �0.74 † 285
Precuneus R 23 �65 24 �0.66 † 48
Inferior frontal gyrus L �37 10 27 �0.68 † 32
Inferior parietal lobule L �43 �53 42 �0.70 † 65

For Figure 3C, only the activation clusters in superior temporal areas and thalamus are listed (see section for Fig. 4 for the incongruency network). Negative t values for Figure 4 indicate activation in the incongruent condition.
†Correlation coefficients (r values, Fig. 6C). All clusters achieved p � 0.05, FDR-corr.; except **uncorr. p � 0.001, *uncorr. p � 0.005.
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congruency network and negatively associated with activation in
the left vPCC as part of the congruency network (Fig. 6D; p �
0.05, FDR-corr.). No significant difference emerged between
congruent and incongruent AV emotions. For purely auditory
and visual emotions, no association with RTs was observed. Pos-
terior STS, pSTG, and thalamus were confirmed as AV integra-
tion areas independent from emotional congruency in the model
with RTs as covariates. In a similar vein, amygdala and vPCC as
well as the frontoparietal network with cerebellum and caudate
nucleus remained significant in the contrast (CAV � ICAV) after
controlling for reaction times.

Discussion
This is the first study to investigate the supramodal representa-
tion of emotional information with dynamic stimuli expressing
facial and vocal emotions congruently and incongruently. In ac-
cordance with previously reported findings (Pourtois et al., 2000,
2005; Ethofer et al., 2006b; Kreifelts et al., 2007, 2010; Robins et

al., 2009), audiovisual emotions evoked
stronger responses in bilateral thalamus
and superior temporal gyrus and sulcus
compared with those expressed in one
modality only. For congruent AV events,
the vPCC and amygdala indicated func-
tional additivity of bimodal emotional
information.

Posterior superior temporal cortices
have been suggested as key areas for the
creation of crossmodal affective percepts
(Pourtois et al., 2000, 2005; Ethofer et al.,
2006b; Kreifelts et al., 2007, 2010; Robins
et al., 2009). However, in our study, the
responses in these areas were elicited by
emotionally incongruent trials as well.
Audiovisual integration studies reported
enhanced activation in superior temporal
regions to emotionally neutral combined
speech and face stimuli (Campbell et al.,
1998; Calvert et al., 2000; van Atteveldt et
al., 2004; Miller and D’Esposito, 2005) as
well as with sounds and images of tools
and animals (Beauchamp et al., 2004;
Fuhrmann Alpert et al., 2008), suggesting
a more general role of these structures in
multimodal perception. The same applies
to the thalamus, which integrates audiovi-
sual stimuli without emotional content
(Bushara et al., 2003). Stronger responses
at the posterior superior temporal sulcus
have been observed to emotional com-
pared with neutral stimuli (Kreifelts et al.,
2007). However, in the same study, this
supraadditive integration emerged for neu-
tral stimuli as well. Increased responses to
emotional stimuli may thus be just an un-
specific influence of attention due to their
higher salience. In summary, enhanced ac-
tivation in superior temporal areas and thal-
amus cannot be attributed specifically to the
supramodal representation of emotional
information.

Extending the approach of previous
studies, we included trials with emotions
in both modalities that cannot be success-

fully integrated into a bimodal emotional percept, identifying
brain regions that represent supramodal emotional aspects. A
direct comparison of congruent with incongruent bimodal trials
revealed a congruency-dependent activation in amygdala, vPCC,
inferior temporal gyrus, superior temporal gyrus, and insula.
Shared with the putative AV network, happy emotions yielded
higher activity in the left amygdala, but only the vPCC responded
to congruent facial and vocal expressions in all three emotion
categories compared with incongruent stimuli.

The vPCC is involved in the processing of self-relevant emo-
tional and nonemotional information as well as in self-reflection
(Vogt et al., 2006). Via reciprocal connections of vPCC with sub-
genual ACC, the emotional information can gain access to the
cingulate emotion subregions, helping to establish the personal
relevance of sensory information coming into the cingulate gyrus
(Vogt, 2005). Therefore, it seems a suitable candidate for supra-
modal representation of emotion information from different

Figure 6. Functional exploration of the incongruency network. Activity in the incongruency network in incongruent
compared with congruent trials (Fig. 4) was mainly independent from the decision for either facial or vocal emotion [A;
(Decision for face � Congruent) � (Decision for voice � Congruent); masked with ICAV � CAV; p � 0.05, FDR-corr.].
Differences between the decision for prosodic and face emotion were found in bilateral anterior insula and right frontal
operculum (B; Decision for voice � Decision for face; masked with ICAV � CAV; p � 0.05, FDR-corr.; for details, see Table
2). The contrast (CAV � ICAV) showed a negative correlation with accuracy rates in the recognition of congruent emotions
in parts of the incongruency network (C; p � 0.05, FDR-corr.; incongruency network shown in yellow). A parametric
modulator based on trialwise reaction times showed for increased reaction times a stronger activation in frontal parts of the
incongruency network along with a decreased activity in left vPCC (D; p � 0.05, FDR-corr.).
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modalities independent from low-level sensory features. As a
whole, Mar (2011) describes the PCC and precuneus as regions
supporting the inference on mental states of another and, there-
fore, integrating inputs from a wide variety of other brain regions
that support memory, motor, and somatosensory processing.
Our findings suggest that the PCC involvement in theory of mind
abilities could represent convergence of multimodal emotion in-
formation in a social context.

Another important aspect of our study is a supraadditive re-
sponse of the left amygdala to congruent happy stimuli both com-
pared with unimodal and to incongruent runs. Left amygdala was
reported in a number of studies on crossmodal effects in emotional
processing, particularly in response to congruent fearful but not
happy stimuli (Dolan et al., 2001) and to a shift in rating of facial
expressions in presence of fearful prosody (Ethofer et al., 2006a).
Kreifelts et al. (2010) reported left amygdala involvement in the in-
tegration of facial and vocal nonverbal social signals in videos ex-
pressing various emotions. Pourtois et al. (2005) described a
lateralization of regions activated by audiovisual versus unimodal
stimuli depending on the emotion expressed: convergence areas
were situated mainly anteriorly in the left hemisphere for happy
pairings and in the right hemisphere for fear pairings. This activation
pattern is also in accordance with the valence theory which assigns
positive emotions to the left and negative to the right hemisphere
(for review, see Killgore and Yurgelun-Todd, 2007). The observed
supraadditive effects of both multimodality and congruency for
happy stimuli clearly document a supramodal representation of
affective information in the amygdala; they may reflect a high
self-relevance of congruent happy percepts in terms of social
communication (Schmitz and Johnson, 2007) and, accordingly, be
related to the regulation of vigilance (Yang et al., 2002).

The network for incongruent trials is likely to be the substrate
of an enhanced neural processing effort in emotion decoding.
Activity in the medial prefrontal cortex has been widely reported
in studies using emotional tasks or stimuli, whereas activity in the
adjacent ACC was more specifically related to emotional tasks
with a cognitively demanding component (Phan et al., 2002; Ma-
thiak and Weber, 2006). In addition, the well documented role of
the ACC in cognitive conflict resolution (Kerns et al., 2004),
which has also recently been demonstrated in the context of con-
flicting emotional stimuli (Müller et al., 2011), is likely to con-
tribute to this part of the network. Increased activity in the
intraparietal sulcus may reflect increased visual attention and
working memory load (Pollmann and Maertens, 2005; Majerus
et al., 2007). Activation of caudate nucleus along with medial and
inferior frontal areas including the frontal operculum has been
reported as a neural signature of prosodic classification (Kotz et
al., 2003). In a similar vein, the neuroanatomical model of Ross
(1981) assigned prosodic functions to right-hemispheric perisyl-
vian cortices as a homolog to left-lateralized speech functions and
has been confirmed by functional imaging studies (for review, see
Wildgruber et al., 2006). Indeed, in our data, higher activity in
right-accentuated inferior frontal areas predicted dominance of
the prosodic over the visual perception, suggesting that the right
Broca analog is a specific part of the network involved in the
disambiguation of incongruent stimuli by evaluating prosodic
cues. The notion of a supramodal emotion evaluation network is
further supported by the negative correlation of parts of the latter
with accuracy rates for audiovisual emotions, thus reflecting a
higher processing workload in emotion decoding areas associ-
ated with lower emotion recognition skills. Accordingly, longer
reaction times, indicating higher cognitive working load, were
associated with stronger activation in frontal parts of the incon-

gruency network, which lends further support to the assumption
that emotional aspects of multisensory stimuli are not evaluated
in early sensory regions, but later in higher processing areas
(Chen et al., 2010).

Limitations
Although well controlled, our stimuli contained the confounding
aspects of task difficulty and ambiguity. There was no correct
response to incongruent emotional stimuli, and accordingly the
judgment of the dominant emotion was more difficult in the
incongruency condition. As a consequence, the neural correlates
of task difficulty cannot be fully disentangled from those of emo-
tional congruency. To partially resolve this issue, we removed
error trials before the analysis and controlled for accuracy rates in
emotion recognition. However, we would like to emphasize that
the aspects of difficulty and ambiguity are inherent to the task.
Unambiguous emotional congruency facilitates emotion recog-
nition, which is the major benefit of multimodal emotions; as
such, congruent and incongruent trials are by definition charac-
terized by differences in difficulty levels.

As another limitation, we cannot fully exclude the probability
that sometimes not both modalities were attended in bimodal
trials. Although we controlled for individual modality prefer-
ences and dominant modalities in incongruent trials, there is no
possibility to assess modality preferences for congruent stimuli.
However, the higher recognition rates for congruent bimodal
emotions at least suggest that subjects attended both modalities
when bimodal stimuli were presented, regardless of emotional
congruency.

Conclusion
Our findings indicate that facial and vocal emotions do not merge
on the perceptual level of audiovisual integration, but in later
processing stages in the limbic system. The vPCC may be a central
structure for representing congruency of auditory and visual
emotions independent from emotional category.
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